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Driving Test Department

The DTD is the part of the Neshaten Division of Transportation that handles all driving tests, from cars,
trucks, threaded vehicle's, gravity vehicles. All people who want a driver’s license or permit must come
to the Test Department to take not only a written test, but also a psychic evaluation along with a open
and closed course test.

There are two different drivers’ tests, one meant for Adults and another for Kits, although the tests are
exactly the same. One of them is designed to be simpler to understand than the other.

Testing Centers

Adult Testing Center

The adult testing center is where all Neshaten ages twenty and over go for learning how to drive and also
testing for their license or permit. The center is capable of testing up to ten people in virtual simulators
before taking those students out to a closed course, after the student passes the closed course they then
head out onto the open road.

A written test is required first, which is composed of road laws, along with symbol testing such as yield
and stop signs but also done to gauge a person's ability to comprehend what is being told to them in a
test.

Adults are required to retake the driving test once every twelve seasons (two years), while the elderly
are required to retake it once every three seasons.

Adults can drive any vehicle they have a license for.

Kit Testing Center

The kit testing center is for kit's ages ten to twenty and is where they go to get their driving permit. They
are tested on the same exact contact as an adult only the contact is designed to make simpler to
understand.

Kit's must retake the driving test once every season, to ensure that they actually know the contact and
can drive safely.

After a Kit get's their permit, they must complete either twelve seasons of driving and at least one
hundred hours with an adult present in order to qualify for their actual license. Kits ages ten to thirteen
only have permits; they are not allowed to get an actual license until they turn fourteen where they must
retake the driver’s test again to get their license.

Kit's are 'not' allowed to drive any vehicle but a gravity based vehicle with the exception of grav trucks
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until they are eighteen. However, Kit's who are in the military are excused from this restriction, due to
the military having very strict driving guidelines.

Age Restrictions Exceptions
10-13 Must have adult present or any kit who is 14+ with a license Military License
14-18 Must have an adult or another fourteen year old present while driving Military License
18-20 Can ride alone None

Departments

Car Testing

The car testing department is one of the three areas of drivers testing that students go through,
depending on their choice. This department includes testing for threaded and wheeled cars and bikes on
an enclosed course.

Truck Testing

The truck testing department is one of the three areas of drivers testing that students go through,
depending on their choice. This department includes testing for threaded and wheeled trucks on an
enclosed course.

Gravity Car/Bike testing

The car testing department is one of the three areas of drivers testing that students go through,
depending on their choice. This department is for testing on gravity based vehicles such as cars, trucks,
and bikes.
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